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Florida Public Service Commission 
Capital Circle Office Center 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Fl 32399-0850 07/24/1999 

Docket # 990630-TC 
Order # PSC-99-1586-SC-TC 

Dear Commissioners; 

and foremost, I'd like to explain that when a 
"evaluation" notice is received from the Florida Public Service 
Commission (FPSC), we take the necessary steps to correct the 
problem(s) immediately. When the problem is obvious it makes our 
job easy, but if no "obvious" problem we still send back 
evaluation by simply stating "that the problem has been corrected". 
This is wrong approach. For example we have had and continue to 
have problems whereby is stated by the FPSC, "Location address not 

splayed". Our service technician is dispatched with a new label 
to replace the one that is there. The brings back the old one 
and to my surprise the address is on old label and is clear. 
Regardless we send back notification to FPSC that "the problem 
has been 
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"Location Address not displayed" and having "the 
NOT the same thing. If it were explained to us at 
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immediately send a technician with a new top label and it is 
replaced, always. However we do send back a letter to the FPSC 
simply stating "the problem has been corrected", whether or not in 
fact there was a problem. This we now know is the wrong way to 
answer the evaluation. Once again I must stress my point to you 
that, "Telephone Number Not Displayed" and the "wrong telephone 
number" displayed are NOT the same thing. Also, "Telephone Number 
not Displayed" and the "Label is missing" are not the same thing. 
We provide a telephone number at every pay telephone we have, 
without exception. A foot note to this might be, since we have had 
problems in certain locations with our labels disappearing, we now 
super glue these labels to the pay telephones in these areas hoping 
that this problem will not reoccur with these pay telephones, out 
and into the future. 

"Provider Name Not Displayed". Once again we have a problem 
with the english language. The Provider of these telephones was 
clearly displayed as "Advanced Pay Telephone Company (APTC)", this 
one I'm sure of. So once again it is not that the "Provider(s) Name 
was not Displayed" but rather the wrong Provider's name was 
displayed. We own Advance Pay Telephone". Advance Pay Telephone has 
or at least had a Certificate of Public Convenience, which is 
evidenced by the enclosed letter from the FPSC, dated March 12th 
1999. Advanced Pay Telephone is a wholly owned subsidiary of 2001 
Telecommunications, Inc. These telephones, cited by the FPSC, were 
owned by APTC prior to their acquisition, and we just wanted to 
leave everything the way it was, so we left the old name on the 
labels. After all we now owned the Company known as APTC, whose 
name was clearly displayed on the label and the FPSC was well aware 
of the acquisition. When we were notified that the "Provider Name 
was not displayed", we went out and changed the label (s) to new 
ones, making sure that the Provider, "APTC" was displayed, which is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of 2001. If we were told that the "wrong 
providers name was displayed" that would have woke us up. That 
being said, any child knows that "Provider Name Not Displayed" and 
the "Wrong Provider Name Displayed", is NOT the same thing. 

"All IXC' s Not Accessible", this can not be true. I went to 
that pay telephone myself, ATT worked, Sprint worked, MCI worked! 
So it can not be that "All IXC' s Not Accessible". Oh perhaps what 
you meant to say was that a "singular" IXC could not be accessed? I 
don't know! But to say "All IXC's not Accessible" is not true. Once 
again, in my Company's defense I will say that we went to the 
location and checked to make sure that "800" numbers were 
accessible, that all "1010XXX" numbers were accessible and that the 
"950" numbers were available. If you found a singular IXC was not 
accessible and you don't tell me which one so that we might take 
the appropriate action, your statement that "All IXC's not 
Accessible" is wrong because most of them are and were accessible. 
Again, we received an "evaluation" sheet from the FPSC stating that 
"All IXC's not Accessible" and instead of disputing the evaluation 
we sent in the "reply" simply as "the problem has been corrected, 
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not realizing the long term implication(s). This will not reoccur 
in the future. In the future we will check the pay and if 
just one IXC is e, we will return the "evaluation" sheet 
and say that you are incorrect that "All IXC' s Not Accessible" 
because we can access at least one. 

"Repair / Re Number not Working", is not true. What the 
inspector meant to say was the idiot at the other end did not pick 
up the telephone say hello, can I help you? Is not the same 
thing as "Repair/Refund Number not Working". The number works fine, 
the line is good, the phone call goes through, but was not answered 
in a timely fashion. Our repair and refund line answered by a 

individual 24/7. But foolishly we did send back service 
evaluation simply as "the problem had been corrected". 

All of the above by the FPSC should be di ssed on 
face because wording on the "evaluation" forms are 

inaccurate and deceptive. We try and do the "corrections" to the 
best of our ability and in a timely fashion, but when we are told 
one thing but you really mean another thing, this being 
deceptive, on your part. We took care of everyone of above 
cited problems properly and timely, according to the information as 
it was presented by the FPSC. If the above stated problems were not 
done properly, as you 1 ,as evidenced by the show cause, it 
is solely because the information presented to us by the FPSC was 
grossly inadequate, for us to make the "intended" correction(s). 

Finally we had a problem at one of our locations, that has two 
pay telephones. The plaza was undergoing some construction. That 
whole section of the plaza, we had our pay telephones had the 
power cut due to ele work that was taking This 
location was cited for "Not cient Lighting". The ghting for 

two instruments came from the plaza itself. When the lights 
the plaza went on, so did the lights for the pay telephones. 

When the power was cut, our pay telephones were not light. We took 
painstaking steps to route from an other location, 
within the plaza, so that our pay telephones would be I during 

construction period. Did inspector go back and check these 
pay telephones at night? If did he would have clearly seen that 

pay telephones did light up at night. The "photo cell" did not 
work, because the Telephone was hard wired to the plaza. photo 

I not working is not the same thing as the lights not working 
when gets dark. 

I respectfully request that the Florida Publ 
Commission take into consideration my above explanation 
Show Cause proceeding as an explanation why. If the FPSC 
wants to help the public, you need to provide us with " 
evaluation(s) as to the problems that exist at our pay telephones. 

We want to comply with the . We do comply with the 
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